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Abstract
The simultaneous nonlinear spectral broadening and temporal cleaning o ultrashort pulses by
the combination o the multipass cell (MPC) technique and nonlinear ellipse rotation are
proposed and investigated with numerical simulations. The perormance o the gas-lled MPC
is studied at 800 and 1030 nm central wavelengths with mJ energy level. The results indicate
that at least 103 contrast enhancement is easible with 50% internal eciency while the beam
quality is preserved during propagation. At the same time, nonlinear spectral broadening allows
or a more than ve-old temporal compression. The technique is tested at 20 mJ energy and it is
presumably suitable or the generation o high contrast, high energy ew-cycle pulses, too.
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(Some gures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Ultrashort laser pulses with high intensities are the basis
o applications like high harmonic generation [1], ultraast
spectroscopy [2] or laser driven particle acceleration [3].
Nowadays, post-compression techniques based on nonlinear
processes like sel-phase modulation (SPM), are routinely
applied to obtain ew-cycle pulses [4]. Solid materials such
as used silica in a multiple plate conguration [5] as well as
noble gases in a hollow core bre [6] have been successully
used to achieve the required spectral broadening, and now both
techniques are able to generate single-cycle pulses [7–9]. In
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the last ew years, multipass cells (MPCs) have also attrac-
ted great interest because o the excellent output beam qual-
ity and high transmission [10–13]. Another great advantage o
an MPC is that it is suitable or both solid materials and or
gas-lled congurations. By using noble gases as nonlinear
medium, it has been demonstrated that the post-compression
o ps long pulses to the s regime is easible at mJ energy level
[14, 15].

As the above mentioned post-compression techniques are
able to deliver ew-cycle pulses with TW peak power, tem-
poral contrast has become highly important in applications, as
the light preceding the main pulse, e.g. a pre-pulse can signi-
cantly aect the interaction properties. Consequently, non-
linear temporal ltering such as cross-polarized wave gener-
ation [16], plasma mirrors [17], nonlinear elliptical polariza-
tion rotation (NER) [18] or spectral ltering [19] are widely
used in high peak power laser systems. NER is a prom-
ising technique since it exhibits high conversion eciency
[20] and in optical waveguides it provides excellent spatial
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Figure 1. The proposed experimental setup or temporal cleaning.
For clarity, only a ew passes in the cell are presented. The
polarization ellipse rotates during propagation. ε—the input
ellipticity, QWP—quarter wave plate.

beam characteristics. Another great advantage is that tem-
poral cleaning and nonlinear spectral broadening or post-
compression can be perormed at the same stage. NER in
an air-lled cavity [21] applied or contrast improvement in
Double chirped pulse amplication (CPA) laser systems [22]
was demonstrated rather long ago. Because o the slow nonlin-
earity o air, no pulse shortening was demonstrated and since
then no urther investigations have been done to explore the
possibilities o temporal cleaning in MPCs.

Here, we propose to utilize the noble gas-lled MPC post-
compression technique combined with NER to generate tem-
porally clean pulses with shortened pulse duration. We present
possible arrangements with optimized parameters or dier-
ent wavelengths and energy levels. Our results are obtained by
using a 3D numerical model.

2. Numerical simulation

The nonlinear spectral broadening and temporal cleaning o
ultrashort pulses were examined by simulations with a 3D
numerical model based on the proposed experimental setup
shown in gure 1. The input beam is always linearly polar-
ized. The rst quarter wave plate (QWP1) is rotated with an
angle o 0 < ε < π/4 relative to input polarization and thus it
generates an elliptically polarized pulse which induces NER
inside the cell during nonlinear propagation. With the help o
QWP2, the temporal phase added by QWP1 is compensated
and the polarizer at the output separates the temporally ltered
and non-ltered components. The ltered pulses can be com-
pressed aterwards.

Based on the scaling rules by Hanna et al [10], rst the geo-
metry o the cavity was determined. In each case, a conocal
arrangement was simulated. The cavity length and the number
o round trips were set to accumulate the required B integ-
ral slowly to avoid ionization or any space-time coupling. To
see the applicability o the technique at dierent wavelengths,
the parameters o both an Ytterbium (Yb) and a titanium sap-
phire (Ti:Sa) system were considered. The values are based on

Table 1. Main parameters used in the simulation.

Cavity Yb Ti:Sa

Radius o curvature = length (mm) 600 300
Number o round trips 15 20
Beam waist (µm) 313 195
Gas Argon Neon
Input pulse
Pulse duration, FWHM (s) 230 30
Central wavelength (nm) 1030 800
Energy (mJ) 4 1

the two available sources at ELI-ALPS Institute. Table 1 sum-
marizes the main parameters used in the simulations. Lower
nonlinear index was required or the Ti:Sa system because it
generates pulses with higher intensity than the Yb laser. This
condition could be ullled either by considering a gas at low
pressure or by choosing a medium with lower nonlinearity
(e.g. neon). Preliminary investigations showed that the latter
case is a better choice, presumably because dispersion also
has a signicant impact, especially in the case o high spec-
tral bandwidth.

The propagation o pulses in the MPC was simulated in a
similar way as described in [10] except that the propagation o
two pulses with orthogonal linear polarization (EH(x,y,t) and
EV(x,y,t)) were considered simultaneously, in order to take into
account the input elliptical polarization, a eature necessary
to induce NER. This approach is similar to the case o radi-
ally polarized pulses [23]. The elliptical polarization induced
by the QWP1 was modelled by adding the required temporal
phase shit to EV(x,y,t). In the same way, at the output, this
phase shit was subtracted to compensate the eect o the input
wave plate. The input pulse was always Gaussian in space
and time and the spot size was chosen to match the unda-
mental spatial mode o the cavity. Diraction and dispersion
were simulated in the Fourier domain, and pressure depend-
ent reractive indices were taken into account using Sellmeier
equations [24]. Refection on the concave mirrors was mod-
elled by adding a quadratic spatial phase. No losses were con-
sidered but they can be easily implemented into the model. The
temporal range was limited to ±0.5 ps due to the large number
o sampling points required or proper resolution.

In the case o elliptical polarization, the nonlinear reractive
index change [25, 26] in an isotropic material is

∆ni = n2

(
|Ei (x,y, t)|2 + 2/3 |Ej (x,y, t)|2

)
, (1)

and thus the induced nonlinear polarization takes the orm o

Pi = n2

[
|Ei (x,y, t)|2 + 2/3 |Ej (x,y, t)|2

]
Ei (x,y, t)

+ 1/3 [(Ei
∗ (x,y, t)Ej (x,y, t) )Ej (x,y, t)] , (2)

where n2 is the pressure-dependent nonlinear reractive index
or linear polarization, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and
Ei and Ej represent the two orthogonal polarization compon-
ents, respectively. Nonlinear propagation was calculated in the
space-time domain taking into account SPM, sel-steepening
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Figure 2. Eciency as a unction o n2 and ellipticity. The dashed
line indicates the limit or 5× compression.

(SS), sel-ocusing and cross-phase modulation. The equations
were solved by using the split-step Fourier method.

3. Results

In gas-lled multipass cells, the experimentally obtained trans-
mission can be higher than 85% [11]. The internal eciency
o NER, which is dened as the ratio o the ltered and
input energies, is highly aected by polarization. In order
to improve temporal contrast with the highest possible e-
ciency, rst, we investigated the eect o the input polariza-
tion state. The ellipticity (ε) o the input polarization induced
by QWP1 (gure 1) was varied in the range o 7.5◦–22.5◦. At
the same time, the values o n2 which are related to the indic-
ated noble gases (table 1) at dierent pressures, were optim-
ized to achieve a minimum compression actor o ve. Experi-
ments show that this can be easily obtained by using one MPC
post-compression stage only [11, 12]. Ater these steps, the
optimal case was selected where sucient eciency and com-
pression were easible at the same time. Simulations with lin-
ear polarization were also perormed to compare the ltering
eect. In these cases, the induced ellipticity given by QWP1
was set to 0◦.

3.1. Yb system

For the Yb based laser system, argon was considered as a non-
linear medium. Figure 2 shows the eciency as a unction o
the nonlinear reractive index. The vertical dashed line indic-
ates the limit where the easible compression becomes higher
than ve, thus the Fourier transorm-limited (FTL) pulse dur-
ation is less than 46 s in all cases. The curves show the strong
dependence o the maximum attainable eciency on the input
ellipticity, and the trend is in agreement with what can be
obtained rom hollow core bres [18].

It is clearly visible that more than 60% eciency could
be reached in the case o ε = 12.5◦. Figure 3 shows the

Figure 3. Evolution o the FTL temporal intensity proles o the
non-ltered (let) and ltered (right) components as a unction o
the nonlinear reractive index. The ε = 12.5◦ is at the input.

evolution o the FTL temporal proles. It can be seen that
with 12.5◦ ellipticity, the ltered component has a much
better contrast. On the other hand, the highest contrast
enhancement in the ±200 s range could be reached when
n2 ⩽ 4.5 × 10−20 cm2 W−1, which suggests that contrast
and eciency cannot be improved simultaneously. The reason
presumably is that the ltered spectrum also becomes slightly
modulated above a certain level and it is maniested in the con-
trast degradation o the compressed pulse.

Considering the results above, or this setup
the optimal input parameters are: ε = 12.5◦ and
n2 = 3.66 × 10−20 cm2 W−1 (related to argon at 400 mbar
pressure [27, 28]) with which 39.36 s transorm-limited pulse
duration can be obtained with 49.55% internal eciency.
The overall accumulated on-axis B integral in this case was
14.8 radians, which is very close to the analytically estimated
16.2 radians [10].

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the output spatio-spectral and
FTL spatio-temporal proles o the ltered component. It can
be seen that the beam quality is preserved and no space-
time coupling is present. This means that the changes in
polarization aect only eciency but not the beam pro-
le. In gure 4(c), the non-ltered component displays the
typical strong spectral modulations caused by SPM—as in
the case o linear polarization—while the ltered compon-
ent has a more fattened shape. These eatures are refec-
ted on the intensity proles, too: with temporal ltering,
the intensity o the side wings is reduced and in the
±250 s temporal range 102–103 contrast enhancement could
be obtained. The improvement is even better on a longer
timescale.

3.1.1. Ti:Sa system. We also simulated the post-compression
o pulses rom a Ti:Sa system. The parameters o neon
were used and optimized to achieve high eciency and su-
cient contrast improvement. Figure 5 shows the internal
eciency as a unction o n2. With values higher than
5.2× 10−21 cm2 W−1, shorter than 6 s pulse duration could be
reached (vertical dashed line). Again, the polarization depend-
ence is clearly visible.

The highest eciency o more than 50% is related to
the ellipticity value o ε = 15◦. By comparing the evolu-
tion o the intensity proles (gure 6) one can clearly see
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Figure 4. Output o the optimized setup. Space integrated
spatio-spectral (a) and FTL spatio-temporal proles (b) o the
ltered component. Space integrated spectrum (c): green—input,
dark red—non-ltered, blue—ltered and dashed—linear
polarization. Space integrated FTL temporal proles (d):
red—non-ltered, blue—ltered, dashed—linear polarization.

Figure 5. Eciency as a unction o n2 and ellipticity. The dashed
line indicates the limit or 5× compression.

that the ltered component has a much better contrast in each
case.

Based on these results, n2 = 6.25 × 10−21 cm2 W−1

(related to neon at 650 mbar pressure) and ε = 15◦ was
considered as an optimal choice. The accumulated on-axis B
integral in this case was 12.6 radians, which is in good agree-
ment with the analytically estimated value o 11.96. The spec-
trum o the ltered component supports sub two-cycle pulses
(5.16 s FTL pulse duration). In gure 7 it can be seen that
neither the spatio-spectral nor the FTL spatio-temporal pro-
le show any distortions, which implies that the beam qual-
ity is preserved. The eect o NER on the spectrum is clearly
visible: the ltered component has a smooth shape while the

Figure 6. Evolution o the FTL temporal intensity proles o the
non-ltered (let) and ltered (right) components as a unction o
the nonlinear reractive index or the case o ε = 15◦.

Figure 7. Output o the optimized setup. Space integrated
spatio-spectral (a) and FTL spatio-temporal proles (b) o the
ltered component. Space integrated spectrum (c): green—input,
red—non-ltered and blue—ltered and dashed—linear
polarization. Space integrated FTL temporal proles (d):
red—non-ltered, blue—ltered and dashed—linear polarization.

non-ltered component has strong modulations just like with
linear input polarization (gure 7(c)). The asymmetry o the
pulse spectrum is a typical eature caused by SS. The FTL
intensity prole shows (gure 7(d)) the benet o the tech-
nique: >103 contrast enhancement could be obtained.

3.1.2. High energy Ti:Sa system. Theoretically, MPCs are
suitable or the post-compression o high-energy pulses. To
urther explore the energy scaling o the proposed scheme, the
energy used in section 3.2.1 was increased to 20 mJ and the
numerical model was applied to that pulse with ε = 15◦ at
the input. The geometry (R = L = 3.5 m) and the n2 value
(0.57× 10−21 cm2 W−1) were changed accordingly. The num-
ber o round trips were reduced to 15. The results suggest
that the technique is applicable at higher energy levels, too
(gure 8). The obtained spectral broadening supports 5.04 s
FTL pulse duration, which corresponds to 2 TW peak power
at an eciency o 50%.
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Figure 8. Space integrated spatio-spectral (a) and FTL
spatio-temporal proles (b) o the ltered component. Space
integrated spectrum (c): green—input, red—non-ltered and
blue—ltered components. Space integrated FTL temporal proles
(d): red—non-ltered and blue—ltered.

4. Conclusions

The simultaneous nonlinear spectral broadening and tem-
poral cleaning o ultrashort pulses in noble gas-lled MPCs
have been proposed and investigated by numerical simula-
tions or Yb and Ti:Sa laser systems. We have demonstrated
that the technique is suitable or the generation o high con-
trast, ultrashort pulses with high peak power. At least 103

contrast enhancement is easible independently o the cent-
ral wavelength or the input energy. Our results show that the
input polarization state must be chosen careully as it highly
aects eciency. Unlike in the case o gradually pumped hol-
low waveguides [17, 19], where the optimal ellipticity is below
10◦, the proposed scheme requires a higher angle. This is prob-
ably due to the constant pressure level and the continuously
changing beam size. The easy scalability o MPCs makes them
a promising candidate or the post-compression o pulses with
energies above 100 mJ, which is hardly achievable with wave-
guides. When the temporal contrast o such high energy pulses
is an issue, it can be concurrently improved by exploiting the
post-compression and the NER techniques.
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